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“Planit has become a 
strong partner in delivering 
technology systems 
outcomes, and ensuring 
that quality, timely and 
cost-effective results are 
achieved.” 

Vic Raymond
Planning Architecture & 
Delivery ICT Strategy 
Manager
Melbourne Airport

Melbourne Airport, also known as Tullamarine Airport, is the second 
busiest airport in Australia and the 50th busiest airport in the world. The 
airport hosted 31 million passengers in 2015 with more than 64 million 
expected by 2033.

There are a lot of systems at work to provide a full service to passengers 
and staff. Planit has been engaged in numerous of these projects over the 
years, ranging from infrastructure and applications to car parking 
technology and finance systems.

“Planit was initially recommended to us a number of years ago by a 
colleague to assist in the testing of a number of major infrastructure and 
applications projects being undertaken at Melbourne Airport. These 
projects were diverse and large in nature, and required some 
experienced software, infrastructure, and implementation guidance with 
testing.

“On engagement, Planit was able to quickly understand our projects and 
culture, and worked well with ICT and the business to successfully deliver 
these projects. They impressed with their strong customer focus, 
consultative manner, and willingness to roll their sleeves up and be part of 
the team. They’re very flexible, responsive and adaptive in their ability to 
fit in with the style and processes we use.

KEY OUTCOMES:

• Projects delivered on time 
and on budget with 
minimal defects.

• Reduced rework from 
thorough test planning 
and best practice 
principles.
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How Melbourne Airport used our 
testing to deliver its projects on time 
and on budget with minimal defects.
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“From planning through to delivery, they engage readily and make an 
effort to understand our business and people. Based on the great 
outcomes of the first couple of projects, Planit has become our first 
choice as a test partner.

 “Planit has been able to work with us on a variety of projects, from 
infrastructure through to applications, from car parking technology to 
finance systems. With Planit’s involvement, we have been able to 
generally deliver projects on time and ensure we have a quality outcome 
with minimal defects.

“Having strong test planning and principles pays off in terms of rework 
and overall project cost. As a value-add, Planit provides capability to the 
team via knowledge transfer and customised test artefacts they’ve 
developed for us.

“Planit is currently engaged in a number of core systems upgrades and 
replacements being undertaken within the airport. They continue to 
demonstrate their breadth of testing experience and expertise in current 
engagements within the airport, adding real value to ICT and the 
business.

“As such, Planit has become a strong partner in delivering technology 
systems outcomes, and ensuring that quality, timely and cost-effective 
results are achieved.”

Vic Raymond
Manager, ICT Strategy, Planning Architecture & Delivery
Melbourne Airport
Melbourne, Australia

ABOUT PLANIT:

At Planit, we give our clients 
a competitive edge by 
providing them with the right 
advice, expert skills, and 
technical solutions they 
need to assure success for 
their key projects. As your 
independent quality partner, 
you gain a fresh set of eyes, 
an honest account of your 
systems and processes, and 
expert solutions and 
recommendations for your 
challenges.

Find out how we can help 
you get the most out of your 
digital platforms and core 
business systems to deliver 
quality quicker.

DELIVERED:

• Testing & QA
• Staff Augmentation

http://planittesting.com/contact
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